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No room? No problem—at
least not in these homes,
which prove less can be more
when you’ve got great style
and smart design on your side.
BY JENNIFER SERGENT

photograph by ANDREW PROPP
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A well-organized
laundry area is tucked
behind the fireplace.

BEFORE

IN A HOME WITH NO SQUARE-FOOTAGE TO SPARE, TWO
AWKWARD AREAS WERE GOING TO WASTE. HERE’S HOW A DESIGNER TRANSFORMED THEM.
When Amanda and John Volkoff remodeled their Annapolis kitchen, a wall came down that had blocked off a
small anteroom, connected to an equally small screened-in porch. The Volkoffs had never known what to do
with either space, and all of a sudden there was nothing hiding them.
Hence, Amanda explains, the anteroom became a dumping ground for unused furniture and pantry
overflow—a dark, unsightly blotch at the rear of the kitchen. “I feel like every time I looked at that room, all
my self-worth came down,” she says, only partly joking.
The Volkoffs turned to designer and architect Angela Healy, whom they’d worked with on other areas of
their house. In addition to making the spaces usable, they wanted Healy to incorporate a laundry area. The
designer joined the two rooms and turned the porch area into a mini–laundry room by enclosing it and installing a washer and dryer as well as cabinetry to hold supplies.
In the space that was previously the anteroom, she created a bay window that provides seating without taking up precious floor space. And the area, formerly known as “no man’s land,” also became the perfect spot for
Amanda’s mother’s green velvet sofa, which Amanda had moved all over the house through the years without
ever finding it a proper home. The Volkoffs use their new sitting room every day, whether for morning coffee
or for cocktails. Says Amanda: “It all makes sense, and it’s lovely from every angle.”
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PHOTOGRAPH OF ANNAPOLIS KITCHEN BY ANDREW PROPP; KITCHEN BEFORE RENOVATION COURTESY OF ANGELA HEALY; ALEXANDRIA LIVING ROOM AND BEDROOM BY KIP DAWKINS; LIVING ROOM BEFORE RENOVATION COURTESY OF KELLEY PROXMIRE
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A LITTLE LUXURY
THIS IS HOW YOU SQUEEZE TWO
BEDROOMS, A KITCHEN, A LIVING
ROOM, AND EVEN A LAUNDRY AREA
INTO ONE SMALL GUESTHOUSE

BEFORE

Visitors staying at Stephanie and Larry
Stack’s Alexandria home don’t just get their
own room. They’re treated to an entire
guesthouse, complete with two sleeping
areas, a living room, a kitchen, and a washer
and dryer. “We have a lot of family that lives
out of town, so when they come, we want
them to stay in a comfortable environment,”
Stephanie says.
Figuring out how to cram all those amenities into the guesthouse’s space required
creativity on the part of Bethesda designer
Kelley Proxmire. To avoid the appearance
that the front door opened directly into a
bedroom—and to squeeze multiple uses out
of the house’s main area—Proxmire chose
a pair of custom-upholstered sleeper sofas
rather than traditional beds. A table between
them, ready for meals or games, folds flat to
be placed against the wall when the beds are
pulled out. A proper bedroom with two beds
is downstairs, but Stephanie also wanted this
room to house the kitchen and laundry. She
asked Rhonda Grisham of Kleppinger Design
Group in Fairfax to devise a way to hide the
appliances behind retracting doors. When
they’re closed, you’d never know a midnight
snack is steps away.

Retracting doors can
easily disguise a kitchenette
in the bedroom.
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MAKING AN ENTRANCE

This wall was added to
section off part of the
living room into a real foyer.

TO CREATE THE ILLUSION OF MORE
ROOM, A CAPITOL HILL COUPLE GOES
AGAINST TYPICAL DESIGN WISDOM
BY ADDING A WALL
After almost three decades in their cozy
Capitol Hill rowhouse, with many upgrades
along the way, a nagging problem still eluded
Bill and Ginny James: the unceremonious
entry into the living room. “This has bothered my wife for over 25 years,” Bill says.
DC designer Annie Elliott quickly made
the diagnosis. Beyond the fact that there
was no proper entryway, a cramped corner
with built-in shelving on one side of the
fireplace looked off kilter. Plus, Elliott says,
“there were these very beautiful pieces of
furniture that were falling apart.”
In a move that might seem counterintuitive for a small space, Elliott added a wall to
separate one section of the living room into
a foyer with a large, arched opening. By defining it with vibrant wallpaper and moving
the couple’s antique marble-topped chest
into the new alcove, she created the stylish
arrival area her clients had long wished for.
Elliott added another built-in to balance the existing shelves on the side of the
fireplace. “The feeling of symmetry is important,” she says. Next, she recovered the
couple’s furniture with colors that emerged
from the wallpaper, then put in modern
touches such as a new coffee table and floor
lamp, “so it didn’t look like an antiques store.”
The result is far beyond what the couple
imagined, Bill says: “This has elevated our
lifestyle—it’s given us a whole new way of
living in this house.”
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF CAPITOL HILL HOME
BY ANDREW PROPP; LIVING ROOM BEFORE
RENOVATION COURTESY OF ANNIE ELLIOTT
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TWO-FACED
A TIGHT CITY CONDO GETS A KITCHEN THAT DOUBLES AS A
HIGH-STYLE HEADBOARD—YES, A HEADBOARD
How do you dedicate space for living, working, cooking, dining, and sleeping—all within
an 800-square-foot box? Designer Vincent Sagart of Poliform Sagart Studio crafted a
solution so clever for his client’s 14th Street condo that the same configuration, furnishings, and art remain even though a new owner has since moved in.
With the windows along the front of the unit as the only source of natural light,
Sagart determined there couldn’t be any walls separating spaces—save for the closet
and bathroom—because light had to travel all the way through the home. Thus, he
engineered a kitchen that’s no more than a room divider—a seven-foot, six-inch panel
that contains appliances, a sink, and cabinets on one side while the other side serves
as a headboard for the bedroom area. Made of shiny, stainless steel, the panel also
bounces natural light off both sides.
For a unit that’s “smaller than small,” says the new owner, Peter Shaw, “you get a
feeling that’s it’s a lot bigger.”

BEFORE

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF POLIFORM
SAGART STUDIO

The bedroom
is just
around the
corner.
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Contemporary
and traditional
interior design

Extending the
counter into
a bar added
a dining area
without eating
up space.

with an emphasis
on kitchens, baths,
entertainment centers
and unique areas

A FRUSTRATED FIRST-TIME HOMEOWNER FINALLY ACHIEVES THE SPACE HE
DESIRES WITH STREAMLINED FURNISHINGS AND VISUAL TRICKS

410-263-5628
harpfineinteriors.com
Serving Maryland, Virginia and DC
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When Alex Wagner moved into his 800-square-foot Logan Circle condo, he thought, “All
I have to do is buy all these nice things and put them together.” But no matter how he
arranged the furnishings, the configuration never seemed to work. “Every time I walked
in there, I was miserable—it just wasn’t functioning in a way that I’d hoped.”
After two years of dissatisfaction, Wagner turned to Kiera Kushlan and Jessica Centella
of the DC design firm Residents Understood. “He was trying to do too much in too small a
space,” Kushlan says. The first thing to go was the dining table, because a typical night for
Wagner involves having friends over for drinks, then eating out along 14th Street. Next,
the designers persuaded him to rip out the granite kitchen counter and replace it with
white Silestone. They also extended the counter into the living room, creating a bar area
perfect for solo dining. A yellow cinderblock wall got painted dark gray. “Having that dark
wall contrasts with the view and really draws your eye outside,” Centella says.
In the bedroom, the designers added an extra-tall headboard. Wall-mounted lights leave
room for books on the nightstands. Now, Wagner says, “every day I walk in and think, ‘It’s me.’ ”
Jennifer Sergent covers design in Washington and blogs at DC by Design (dcbydesignblog.com).

PHOTOGRAPHS OF CONDO BY KATE HAUS; CONDO BEFORE RENOVATION COURTESY OF RESIDENTS UNDERSTOOD

BORN AGAIN
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PLOUM sofa by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
QuickShip now available

2201 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
ligneroset-dc.com - Tel : 202-248-3112
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MADE TO FIT
AND
FUNCTION

Furnishings in a small
space have to be compact
but comfortable,
with slim profiles and
multiple uses.
Here are a few of our
favorite picks from local
retailers and designers.

“HANNAH”
SLEEPER SOFA BY
AMERICAN LEATHER
at Urban Country
$2,699 and up
Encloses your choice
of mattress, including
Tempur-Pedic; comes
in a variety of colors.

“JANSON”
STRIPED STOOL
at claytongrayhome.com
$1,210

“HUXLEY” SECRETARY
at Mitchell Gold &
Bob Williams
$3,870

Small in size but
big in personality,
it can be used as
a stool, an end
table, or both.

Desk, drawers,
and shelving all in
one—a handsome
focal point for a little
living area.

passion to fruition
Love Wine? Love sharing it with family and friends?
Award winning designer Lisa Weiss will discover your wine style and create
the perfect atmosphere to share your passion for wine. Would you trust the
design and build of your wine cellar, to just anyone?

WineCellarsByLisa.com | 703-992-WINE(9463)
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“PRATT” TABLE
at Room & Board
Price varies by
dimension

“SCALA” CHIPPENDALE
MIRROR
at Lori Graham Home
$4,200 and up

Dining table, kitchen
island, console table—
you can customize this
into whatever you
need it to be.

DC designer
Lori Graham uses
big mirrors in small
spaces to enlarge
rooms visually.

“ELIXIR” MINIBAR
at CB2
$299
The top of the
slim end table folds
down on both sides to
reveal a bar; the
foldouts also provide
shelves for glasses.

“BUTLER” STORAGE
PLATFORM BED
at Mitchell Gold &
Bob Williams
$4,100 and up
The mattress platform
lifts up like a lid,
revealing 22 cubic feet
of storage space.

MIDNIGHT-BLUE
DHURRIE OTTOMAN
at wisteria.com
$799

Local designer Angela
Healy loves this ottoman because it supplies
a burst of color and can
serve as extra seating.

LOVE DOING NOTHING
Launching Natuzzi Re-vive, the world’s first performance
recliner. A chair that is almost human, mimicking your
every movement. Flexing as you change position,
supporting your body and mind in a fluid
dynamic form. Available in 40 colors.
Recline, Relax. Love Doing Nothing.
belfortfurniture.com/re-vive

For every delivery we plant a tree.
Washington’s Premier Furniture Mall
Mon - Sat 10 - 9 • Sun 12 - 6 • 703-406-7600 • 22250 & 22267 Shaw Rd., Dulles, Virginia
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